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An Advanced Data Protection Platform

your data and applications are protected should you face a cyberattack or data loss incident. But the days of tapes are over and instead

Recovering data faster, capturing data smarter and retaining data better

businesses are now looking for more secure, reliable and extensive

gives you an improved relationship with your backup data thus enabling

solutions.

IT to react and adapt to business needs.

That’s why we’re revolutionising backup to meet new, evolving

Modernise your IT operations and infrastructure by selecting an Online

requirements in data protection, archive and Cloud.

Backup solution powered by the Cloud. Our single streamlined solution

Using the latest technology, combined with our private and secure

is optimised to support every application and environment.

Network and Data Centres, we are able to provide your business with

Efficiently manage low-cost storage and copy only the data that is

a seamless and efficient backup solution that does more for your

needed. Now you can ensure that your business is maximising the value

organisation.

of IT assets whilst reducing capital and operating expenditure.
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FEATURES

BENEFITS

A Unified and Automated Cloud Solution

• Ensure business continuity.

Manage advanced features via a central platform. Your IT staff can easily backup, recover and
access your most important assets across any infrastructure with one solution. A small piece
of software installed on your computer or server sends your data automatically and securely
for complete peace of mind. Your business will also have better visibility of the tool and the
data it is managing, allowing you to make better informed IT and business decisions.

• Reduce demands on IT of backup and
recovery.
• Efficient storage of data saves time
and money.
• Lower risk and complexity.

Integrated Protection across any infrastructure
One solution gives you adaptable data protection for operating environments, file systems
and a wide range of application protection across physical and virtual environments.
Operating environments and file systems include: Windows, Linux, Mac, Unix, AIX,
Solaris, NetApp, EMC, Hitachi and IBM iSeries. Seamless integration protects applications
and related data for: Office 365, SharePoint, Exchange & Outlook, OneDrive for Business,
Skype for Business, SAP, IBM Notes, Gmail, Google Drive, Google Apps for Work and many
more. Automate snapshot management and achieve faster recovery.

• Retrieve information faster.
• Meet Compliance requirements.

WHY EXPONENTIAL-E?
Our Cloud Solutions team and security
expertise provide you with an agile

Turn backup data into an active strategic asset
Information retrieval is made easy with intelligent indexing. The user-friendly online
platform maintains visibility and accessibility however you choose to use the solution.
What’s more, the solution is native and provides you with immediate access to data,
meaning no waiting around for data retrieval whilst it processes. Self-service search
greatly reduces end user support burden.

approach to IT efficiency and business
continuity. Gain unparalleled control
as Exponential-e are able to deliver
flexible solutions including Cloud-based
SaaS, Hybrid deployments to utilise onpremise infrastructure and integrated

Smart Data Capture & Movement

Cloud storage for long-term archiving.

We are able to offer built-in deduplication at the source, which means moving less data.
And as you can dedupe at rest, you are also using less storage.

Few enterprises provide the fine-

Intelligent block-level protection greatly reduces the size of stored data capacity, as it
tracks and moves only changed blocks, eliminating long scan times and speeding up
backups for applications, files and hypervisors by moving them less. What’s more no
special hardware is required as you can layer upon any disk or Cloud target. Lead the way
in data growth with automated content-based retention whilst archiving only the data
that holds value.

to hold just the data that’s relevant

grained indexing and classification
when required to place a legal hold on
company information.
Reduce risk, complexity and costs when
it comes to requirements for your
storage and compliance.

Secure and Private
Strong 256-bit AES encryption protects the confidentiality of customer data. Deduplicated
data copies are moved to off-site or Cloud storage in geo-redundant locations using tier 3
Data Centres. Our solution can also be privately connected into your existing office LAN,
increasing security and performance.

ABOUT EXPONENTIAL-E
Innovation is at the core of Exponential-e, and has been since our inception in
2002. We wholly own our super-fast Network, and our fusion of complementary
technologies - a carrier-class Network and Cloud infrastructure - means we can
deliver enterprise applications at wire speed for a superior end-user experience.
We deliver scalable, dynamic and bespoke solutions. Renowned for our

Telephone
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responsiveness, coupled with our customer centric approach, and a UK based
24 / 7 x 365 service desk, means we offer unrivalled expertise.
To find out more about Exponential-e visit
www.exponential-e.com/Online-Backup
or email info@exponential-e.com
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